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Oktoberfest Spirit Is Here

Photo By Debbie Northern
Geist members dressed as klowns and newly selected klowns
frolic on stage.

Silent Comedies
To Be Screened
William K. Everson, owner of
the largest known private
collection of silent films, will visit
l/mgwood College on September
30-October 2 to screen some of his
films and comment on them.
The screenings are scheduled
at the following times: Saturday,
Sept. 30, 7:30 p.m.; Sunday, Oct.
1,3:30 p.m.; and Monday, Oct. 2,
10 a.m., 1:30 p.m., and 7:30 p.m.
All of the screenings will be in the
Bedford Auditorium.
Everson has done extensive
research on the history of
American film. His own
collection
includes
approximately 8,000 films.
He is the author of "The

Western," "The Bad Guys,"
"The Films of Laurel and
Hardy," "The Art of W.C.
Fields," and "The American
Silent Film." The latter book,
published within the last year, is
regarded as the definitive work
on the subject of American film.
A representative of the
American
Film
Institute,
Everson also teaches film history
at New York University and is
film curator for the School of the
Visual Arts, New School for
Social Research in New York
City.
A listing of the films that will be
shown will appear in the daily
bulletin. All of the films will be
silent comedy.

By VICKISEEKFORD
As the lights dimmed the
carnival music began and Geist
clowns came frolicking down the
aisles throwing candy in all
directions.
The anxiously
awaited tapping of the 1978
Oktoberfest court was about to
begin.
Linda Kulp welcomed everyone
and presented a slide show of
past Oktoberfest festivities. The
meisters, klowns, skits, ushers
and usherettes were all part of
this
presentation
which
represented the spirit and joy of
Oktoberfest.
The Oktoberfest Klowns are an
important part of the festivities.
Tryouts were held, under the
direction of Rosalind Crenshaw,
and the twenty-one Klowns were
announced. Those chosen were
Kim McCanna, Marlene Posa,
Lynn Plageman, Kim Furbee,
Bonita Angle, Robin Young,
PeeWee
Gilbert,
Valerie
Naranjo, Nicole King, Jan
Jennings, Brenda Fettrow, Julie
Dayton, Vicki Seekford, Jennifer
Bare, Vicki Nesbitt, Julie
Vermillion, Anne Dempsey,
Dallas Bradbury, Lori McKenzie,
Bonnie Arroyo, Joe Martin and
Ronnie Cary.
After the tapping of the
Klowns, Geist tapped the ushers
and usherettes. There is an usher
and usherette from each class
chosen for their spirit, loyalty,
and activity. The Freshman
usher is Jerry Richman and the
usherette is Kim Fuhr. Tammy
Byrd and Byron Bracey were
chosen as the usher and usherette
of the Sophomore class. Wanda
Peterson and Elaine Dempsey
were named Junior usherettes.
Senior usher and usherette
tapped were Jim Crites and
Muffin Ames.
Three of the most important
Oktoberfest participants were
also tapped. Geist tapped Celeste

Rodriguez as Mittenmiester or
"Midway Marshall." Celeste has
been active in past Oktoberfest
activivties and is editor of The
Virginian. From the junior class
Debbie Northern was tapped as
Festmiester or "Mistress of
Ceremonies." Debbie is editor of
The Rotunda and a member of
the hockey team. This year's
Geistmiester or "Mistress of
Spirit" is senior Pam Bessler.
Pam is President of I>ongwood's

Concert Choir.
This will be I-ongwood's fiftyfirst Oktoberfest celebration and
will be the week end of October 27
and 28. I-ongwood's Oktoberfest,
based
on
the
German
Oktoberfest, reflects the spirit
and cheer at Imgwood.
The schedule of events for
Oktoberfest 1978 include a parade
on Saturday morning and
numerous skits, booths and color
competition.

Photo By Debbie Northern
The student's fight to save this tree was won.

Tree's Fate Decided
By DEBBIE NORTHERN
The fate of the maple tree on
the site of the new gym was
decided last Tuesday. Many
students had protested its
removal and encouraged the
Longwood administration to find
a way to save it.
"Scat" Conners, Bill McKaig,
Renee Roland and Storm Topping
met with President Henry I.
Willett, Dr. William Peale, and
Dr. T.C. Dalton to hear the final
verdict on Tuesday. President
Willett explained to these
representatives that the tree
would be expensive to move at a

cost of roughly $10,000. The only
alternative was to remain where
it was and to move the bank down
about ten feet. Ironically the
students fought for the only tree
that could possibly remain on the
site.
"Scat" Connors said that she
appreciated the concern and help
of both the college administration
and staff. She also was indebted
to the campus police for securing
approval for the students to
spend the night beside the tree.
She concluded that the "worst
thing was me jumping in front of
the bulldozer!"

Press Conference
Thursday
12:45
Gold Room
Photo Courtesy Barbara Bishop
'Seven Chances" will be one of the comic silent films scheduled to be screened.
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Seventh Annual Reading
Institute Held At Longwood
By MELODY CRAWLEY
In a complete departure from
consideration of "Technique and
Methods," teachers attending
Longwood College's Reading
Institute on September 10 heard
two authors of children's books
discuss the human side of reading
and writing.
Robert Burch, one of the
authors who has written 16 books
for children, expressed dismay
that some teachers "seem to see
no sense in a book which has no
workbook or teachers manual
with it."
He told the 400 teachers in his
audience that children must
realize there is pleasure in
reading or all their techniques
will fail.
Burch, who grew up in Georgia
during the Depression, uses those
years in his writing "as a
backdrop for one of my favorite
themes — that there are so many
things in life more important
than money." His latest work,

Wilkins Ghost, will be published
this fall.
"I have written about families
that are about as poor as they
could be," Burch said, "but they
are not bowed down by poverty."
Several of these books have
received top awards for
children's literature.
His books are realistic,
Burch said, including "good,
upstanding people" and villains.
He writes about the "good things
in the South" family strength,
religion, the natural beauty of the
countryside, and the endless
variety and individuality of
Southern people.
Sam Cornish, a black poet and
author of three children's books
suggested that teachers write
stories and poems for and with
the children in their classes.
"When you write, you share
something of yourself," he said.
Cornish stated that he was
"dismissed" from school when he
was 16, "I was restless and

"Ghost" Of Mark Twain
Visits Longwood
By SUSAN DUVALL
"Schoolwork is in the way of
my education" as Samuel
('lomcns or better known as Mark
Twain, states it in the narration
The Trouble Begins At Eight"
portrayed by Mr. Jack Nelson.
Dressed in a black suit, bow tie
w ith Ins curly hair and mustache,
Nelson truly makes it seem like
the ghost of Mark Twain is here.
The character shows dry humor
throughout the entire two hour
period, keeping the audience in
stitches College students can
relate to many of the subjects
that Mark Twain has commented
on; one being that sometimes he
thinks the function of college is
to conceal knowledge."
Nelson's performance was
enjoyed by everyone from the
faculty. and students to the young
children. The highlight of the
performance especially delighted
the younger audience when Mark
Twain (Jack Nelson i walked out
into the audience with a candle
that he blew out right at the point
of suspense
.lack Nelson comes from
Virginia Beach. He entertains
w ith his portrayal of Mark Twain

in various other colleges in the
state. He was recommended to
Ixmgwood from the University of
Virginia where he performed
recently. Nelson just returned
from Scotland where he
performed for three weeks. The
audiences in Scotland are not as
familiar with Mark Twain, but
nevertheless "they loved him"
says Nelson. From Ix)ngwood,
Jack Nelson will be going to
Sweetbriar
College
and
I.ynchburg College and to Florida
Southern University during the
colder months.
Nelson especially likes to
perform Mark Twain because of
the wider range of humor as well
as the seriousness of the character. He has been studying Mark
Twain now for four years and
modestly comments that "the
more I do, the better I get" and is
still doing research in the field.
It is a privilege to have such an
accomplished performer visit
Longwood
College.
The
personality of Jack Nelson
enables the audience to
understand more clearly the
personality of Mark Twain.

Photo By Jay Ray
Jack Nelson is almost the exact replica of Mark Twain.

moody," he said. "Also, I was
somewhat talented in the visual
arts, so I made sketches of my
teachers. Put these things
together and you get dismissed
from school."
His book, Grandmother's
Pictures, won the American
Library Association Notable
Children's Book Award.
The things which influenced his
writing, Cornish said, included
movies, comic books, earlier
American writers like Mark
Twain and others who "found
their material right in the
American experience," and
Photo By Jackie Steer
modern writers, the best of which
he says are prose poets and
Freshman President Duke Rollins is the first male to hold a class
writers of science fiction.
office.
The Institute also featured
displays of reading materials
from more than 40 publishers.
The Reading Institutes, begun
in 1973 as a service to teachers in
the Southside Virginia area, now
attract classroom teachers,
administrators, librarians, and
reading specialists throughout
Virginia and several surrounding
By JODI KERSEY
states. It is not offered to
The freshman class elections class of ,82." Treasurer Cindy
logwood College students, but
according to Dr. Robert D. were held and the officers are as Morse said, "At the elections and
President—Duke the class meetings we have had
Gibbons it is video-taped for their follows:
Rollins, Vice-President—Kathy good participation and I hope to
use.
This was the seventh annual Chase, treasurer—Cindy Morse, see it continue. All the class
Reading Institute at Longwood. It and Secretary—Diane Thomas. officers want to see thp
is the only conference of its kind They are very excited about this Freshmen support their class."
offered for teachers in the year and hope to influence other And secretary Diane Thomas
surrounding area. The speakers freshmen with their ambition for said, "I believe in the future that
are chosen by their national the Class of 1982.
students running for offices
should be allowed to campaign
reputation. Directors of the
Each officer
expressed
conference were Dr. Gibbons, Dr. optimism about the participation for the position. By campaigning,
Richard J. Aubry, both members of the freshman class. President everyone would know more about
of the education faculty at the Duke Rollins said, "Our whole who they are voting for."
college, and Dr. Crayton Buck, class system will be based on
All the officers wanted to
director of the Wynne Campus class participation. The more inform the student body that the
School.
freshmen that become involved four freshmen officers are being
There will also be another in our class events, the better our related to equally. They want the
Conference in the spring for the year will be." Vice President, class to be based on equal status
area teachers and may be open to Kathy Chase said, "I'm really and involvement by all freshmen,
Elementary Education majors. excited about being Vice- so that everyone can have a free
The Early Childhood Conference President, and I hope to make voice concerning class matters
will be held March 10.
this a successful year for the that arise.

Freshman Class

Officers Elected

Five Initiated
The Delta Rho Chapter of Pi
Omega Pi initiated five new
members on September 13, 1978,
at 6:30 p.m. New members
initiated were Windy Barrett,
Susan Cross, John Clark, Karen
Gunn and Ixmise Bigger. The
Deltra Rho Chapter of Pi Omega
Pi, a National Business
Education Honor Society, was
established at longwood on April
14, 1961.
To be a member of Pi Omega
Pi one must be enrolled in a
business teacher education
curriculum, must be at least a
second semester sophomore and
have a 3.0 average in all business
and education subjects. Also,
they must have completed a
minimum of 12 semester hours of
business subjects and 3 semester
hours in education before being
elected to membership. They
must have at least a 2.5 average
in all other college courses, and
the qualifications of each
candidate will be verified from
the candidate's records on file in
the office of the Registrar.
The officers of Pi Omega Pi are
Sylvia Poore, President; Robyn
Swartzwelder, Vice President;
Sabrina Wilson, Secretary;
Susan Williams, Treasurer and
Mrs Mary Noblitt, advisor for
the society.

Social Work Retreat
Considered Beneficial
By BRENDA BORUCELLI
On Thursday, September 21,
the Federation of Student Social
Workers gathered at the cabin for
their fall "retreat." This
"retreat" was synonymous with
party, but it was a mixture of
work and play.
The announcements and flyers
that went out earlier in the week
stated that the retreat would
start at 6 p.m. and last until about
la.m. The retreat was allowed to
progress on its own, though, as no
schedule of activities was set.
There was a cost of $1.00 to cover
food and drinks. This money went
to good use as the hot dogs, potato
chips, pretzels, beer and cokes
were all quickly devoured. There
was constant music and chatter.
After a while, the party began to
roll and the dancers hit the floor.
As the food and energy supply
dwindled, groups began to forma
talk about the field of social work
and other topics of interest.
Questions about the department
and social services were
answered with honesty and
openness — an attribute
prevalent in the social work
offices.

As the night wore on the group
mellowed and serious rap
sessions began to develop. The
subject matter ranged from selfconfidence, to career planning,
from future class activities, to
social problems. It was a time of
learning and relating.
Purposes for an annual retreat
are as important as the good
times that are had. The social
work program faculty feels that
college years are not only
academic. There is a need for
professional association. This is
an important base for any career.
College experience is also more
than simply classroom-related
work. Individuals deserve the
right to express themselves in
other atmospheres.
The growth that is necessary
for professional helping positions
can be found in situations such as
the Federation retreats. The
people involved are called on to
share, to be open, and to let down
facades. Those present learn to
grow with one another toward a
mutual goal of knowledge and
self-confidence. This goal, once
established, is beneficial to all of
society.
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S-UN Launched Outer Space WeekSpace Travel And UFOs Discussed
By MELODY CRAWLEY
MINDY HURCH AND
DONNA IIASK V
The student union's outerspace week explored the many
facets of what lies beyond our
planets.
A space rock, science fiction
movies, and guest lecturers
brought up many questions about
what lies beyond the earth's
atmosphere. Such noted speakers
as Dr. Brian O'Leary, Carl
Spitzer, David Throckmorton,
James Trefil, and Stanton
Throckmorton,
took their
listeners into outer-space.
Brian O'Leary
Have you ever wished you
could live in space? According to
Dr. Brian O'Leary, you may be
able to within the next 20
years. Dr. O'Leary spoke to an
audience of approximately 150
people Monday night in Jarman
Auditorium to kick-off the
Student-Union's Outer Space:
Questions and Answers Week.
O'Leary explained a complex
colony in space that could almost
be described as paradise.
Scientists have found ways of
growing food in space by using
the nitrogen and water from the
astroids. They also say it is
possible to raise cows, sheep, and
pigs. (Who knows, maybe in the
next 20 years you'll get to meet
cartoon characters such as
George and Jane Jetson.)
"Now, we are just beginning to
crawl out of the well," states
enthusiastic O'Leary. "We are
entering the second Capernacan
Revolution."
Researchers have also found a
process to take materials from
the moon and astroids to provide
the earth with a solar power
station in space. The materials
are far too expensive on earth.
They are abundant, available and
cheap in space. O'Leary states
that the satellite solar power is a

"viable and possible choice."
O'Leary explains it as a simple
process. "One small bulldozer is
all you need." The materials are
mined on the moon in shallow
gravity wells. It cost many times
less.
"Does this vision sound real?"
asked O'Leary. To most people,
the answer was no, but according
to O'Leary we will be there 20
years from now. We will have test
beds, robots, solar stations, tanks
or cabins, and people in space.
All that is needed are energy,
materials, and intelligence.
O'Leary is president of the
Department of Physics at
Princeton University in New
Jersey. He has authored over 60
scientific papers.
Carl Spitzer
An exquisite sunrise, not
colored with yellow and orange,
but of pastel green and
blue...does this view exist only on
an artist's canvas? Not if one
lives on Mars! A slide portraying
this spectacular sunrise was one
of the many slides included in the
lecture given by Mr. Carl Spitzer
on Tuesday, September 19, in the
AB rooms. Mr. Spitzer is the
Deputy Viking Project Manager
at NASA in Hampton, Virginia.
His lecture, part of the Student
Union's Special Events Week,
was entitled "Project Viking — A
New View of Mars."
The question "Is there life on
Mars?" is a frequent inquiry. Mr.
Spitzer answered this by
explaining that the samples the
Viking procured do "mimic life;
However, many scientists believe
that this is simply a pure
chemical reaction." People are
disappointed when they are told
there is no evidence of life on
Mars. Some scientists do believe
that the chemical reactions are
biological; this would mean there
is life. However, there is no life on
Mars at the place where the
Viking landed. Nevertheless,

there was nothing observed in the
climate to prohibit life.
Mr.
Spitzer's
favorite
observation of Mars is the
presence of the planet's two
moons, Phobos and Deimos.
These fascinate him because
"they are so small and go zipping
around Mars." The Viking
project's cost is one billion
dollars and it is the most
expensive
and
complex
unmanned capsule project the
country has ever had. Mr. Spitzer
is now working on composing a
return mission to Mars. This
mission is proposed for 1986 or
1988.
David Throckmorton
From the Wright Brother's
airplane to NASA's space shuttle,
the United States has rapidly
progressed in air travel. David
Throckmorton, a research
engineer for NASA, explained
their newest innovation in the
transportation system, last
Tuesday, in connection with the
S-UN Outer Space Week.
According to Throckmorton,
the space shuttle will replace all
the launching vehicles now used
by NASA. It will be a reuseable
system that will have at least 100
flights. The first orbit is
scheduled for September, 1979.
Some of the experiments
planned for the shuttle include
the launching of a space
telescope in 1980. The telescope
will
perform
various
astronomical experiments and
take pictures of never before seen
stars and galaxies. Also planned
in connection with European
Space Administration (ESA) is a
space lab to be inhabited by
astronauts for 30 days.
The space shuttle has gone
through numerous testings the
past year. It is made to enter the
earth's atmosphere and land like
an airplane on the earth's
surface. When asked what would
happen if the shuttle were to land

"Cherry Orchard" In The Making
By RONDA LANDIS
Cowen Crawford, Make-up; Cassi
For those of us who haven't Dealing, Running; and Rhonda
quite gotten into the swing of Landis, Publicity,
things this semester, it is
Everyone working on the
interesting to take notice of the
Drama Department. For several
weeks now the Directors, actors
and crews have been hard at
work on the fall production.
The production "The Cherry
Orchard", a comedy in four acts,
by Anton Chekov is scheduled to
be staged October 18-19, shortly
after fall break. The Director of
the play is Dr. Patton Lock wood
and the student director is
Barbara Wood.
The cast of characters include
Lyuba Ranevsky played by
Karen Wood, Anya; Nina Leffue,
Varya: Lisa Hughes, Gayev: Kit
Orsi, I/)pakhin: Kevin McGraw,
Trofimov;
Frank Creasy,
Pishchik:
Leon
Young,
Charlotte: Maria LeMaster,
Yepikhodov; Jack Tolbert
DunYasha: Linda Sanbower,
Firs: Dennis Vain, Yasha: Buddy
Bourne,
Passerby:
Hank
Dahlman, Station Master: Ray
Gilchrist, Post office clerk:
Kemble A. Overby, Guest 1: Bo
Prichard, Guest 2: Ken Neimo
and the crew chiefs are Vicky
Mann, Lights; Mary Diller,
aSSirn; £?VKta!5;'

production seems very enthusea
and anxiously awaits the rise of
the stage curtain October 18 at
8:00 p.m.

Photo By Vic-ki Seekford

Sceaer, is prepared for the "Cherry Orchard.

Longwood College student George Bennett, right, and I. B.
Dent put lunar sample in a 'safe' place.
in the water like any other
spacecraft, Throckmorton
answered, "My assumption is, it
would probably sink."
Throckmorton explained to the
group present that space travel
will solve many of man's
environment problemspopulation, energy demands,
natural resource consumption,
and pollution.
James Trefil
Is there any similarity between
a Big Mac and an Ancient
Astronaut? According to James
Trefil, who spoke on "Ancient
Astronauts and Other Intelligent
Junk Food", There is a
correlation between the two. In
his lecture in Wygal Auditorium
on Thursday, September 21, Mr.
Trefil discussed pseudo-science,
the "junk food" of science.
Pseudo-science deals with
things that border on, but are not,
real science. Pyramid power,
U.F.O.s, the Bermuda triangle,
and Ancient Astronauts are
examples of pseudo-science. To
better illustrate what this "junk
food" actually is, Mr. Trefil used
the theory of the Ancient
Astronauts. This hypothesis has
three main parts. First, one
assumes that Earth was once
visited
by the
Ancient
Astronauts. Second, one believes
that these things interacted with
early civilization. Finally, one
concludes that evidence of such
exists today, mainly in the form
of the Great Pyramids in Egypt.
Many people assume that the
actual presence of these
pyramids are evidence enough to
prove that Ancient Astronauts
did exist. This theory states that
these beings came to Earth and
built the pyramids for the early
civilizations. However, Mr. Trefil
points out that the simple
existence of the pyramids is not
sufficient evidence to support the
Ancient Astronaut theory. In
fact, Mr. Trefil suggested that it
is very possible for the Egyptians
to have built the pyramids
themselves. In dealing with
pseudo-science, it is important to
remember that the absence of a
logical explanation does not
necessarily provide for an
alternate supernatural one.
Mr. Trefil is a professor of
Physics at the University of
Richmond. He has published
numerous journal articles and

several books. The most essential
thing to remember is discussing
pseudo-science, Mr. Trefil states
is "keeping your mind open, but
not empty." He adds it is
important to remember that
although a Big Mac is classified
as junk food, it does contain meat
and vegetable."
Stanton Friedman
Yes flying saucers are real. At
least this was the conclusion
proposed by California Nuclear
Physicist Stanton T. Friedman
during his lecture on September
21st. Friedman told those
assembled that he hoped to show
them what he already believed to
be true...that the "evidence is
overwhelming" to prove that
earth is being visited by extraterrestrial beings.
This evidence, Friedman went
on to say, comes from a variety of
sources, such a photographs,
radar reports, physical changes
in the earth and,of course, actual
reports of sightings. To find truly
unidentified flying objects, each
report must be investigated
thoroughly. Under this close
scrutiny, many proposed UFO's
become hoaxs, weather balloons,
or some such identifiable objects.
Some sightings simply don't have
enough evidence to prove or
disprove their validity. This
leaves
what
Friedman
maintained is the most
interesting of the reports those
sightings by competent observers
which remain unidentified even
after investigation.
To illustrate this last category,
Friedman showed a variety of
slides of UFO's thai have
remained a mystery even after
close study by experts in the
field. Also popular with the
audience were the artist's
conceptions based on actual
sightings of the ever-elusive
little green man from Mars."
Proudly proclaiming himself
the "Flying Saucer Physicist,"
Friedman urged those present
not to be afraid or humiliated to
report a sighting of a UFO. Citing
a recent Gallop Poll, Friedman
says that 57 per cent of the
Americans polled believe in
flying saucers and 9 per cent
claim to have actually seen one.
Friedman's
slides
and
presentation concluded the
lecture series during the Student
(Continued on Page 6)
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FROM THE EDITOR .
It seems that everyone has a gripe — or
compliment, for that matter, yet it appears that very
few people know who to address their feelings to in
order to gain the best results from them.
Unless your gripe or compliment has something to
do with your roommate or friend, it will do you little
good to express your thoughts to them. Instead, you
should speak to someone who can act on your behalf.
Now, many people, probably at one time or
another, have had a strong feeling about some phase of
college life. Yet, nothing was done because the
individual failed to contact the proper person.
This situation should not occur. There are plenty of
ways to get the point across — both in a face to face
manner or by print. For instance, if what you have to
say concerns a Board member, the Student Union, or
The Rotunda, feel free to come to Head Table. Head
Table meets every day at 12:00 at the first table near
the entrance to the dining hall. Its purpose is to learn of
the student's views. We are there to serve you, so
please take advantage of this method of contact.
If you need to address the Administration, the
monthly Press Conference is the place to be. President
Willett, several of the Deans, Mr. I. B. Dent and Mr.
Frank Klassen are always present to answer any
questions you might have. The year's first conference
is Thursday at 12:45 in the Gold Room.
Another way to bring out your view, is through
your student newspaper, The Rotunda. The Rotunda is
hero to serve the student body by informing it of
college and interesting events, and also to promote
student concerns. The Rotunda welcomes Letters to
the Editor. Just type up your thoughts and place them
in Box 1133 or in the envelope on The Rotunda office
door.
Many complaints and compliments are heard
floating around, but without direct communication
with the people involved, no action will occur. The
Student Government and Administration want, and
need, to know what the student body thinks of their
programs and efforts — both the pro and con. If you do
not take advantage of the means offered to make
yourself heard, then don't complain — you'll only end
up with a sore throat. Do something constructive. If
none of the previously mentioned methods of
'•ommunication appeal to you, make an appointment
with the person(s) you need to speak with. You may be
surprised at what you get accomplished.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Write Letters To Editor
Dear Editor,
I would like to express my
concern over the lack of Letters
to the Editor in this newspaper. I
am sure that the students on this
campus have complaints, or
commendations, or simply views
to express. The fact that upsets
me is that these people are not
taking advantage of the
opportunity this paper is giving
them to voice their opinions. If
they feel strongly about
something they should want to let
others hear their viewpoint. One
of the best ways to do this is to
write The Rotunda a letter and
have it printed in the paper.
Possibly, if the students were
informed of the procedure to
follow in writing a Letter to the

Outer Space Week
Successful
Dear Students,
I direct this short note to all the
students that participated in this
year's Student Union Special
Events Week — "Outer Space —
Questions and Answers."
This year's events went well
because of the participation of
the students on this campus.
Many of the lectures given were
attended
with
genuine
enthusiasm extended towards
each speaker, not only were they
educational, also they were
enjoyed by the many who
attended. I want to extend thanks
to the lecturers who gave such
informative topics. The spark of
interest on our campus, NASA
also deserves thanks for their
exhibits and speakers.
But most of all, I wish to thank
the student body without which,
our special event's week would
not have been such a great
success.
Yours Truly,
George Bennett, Chairman
"Outer Space, Questions
& Answers"
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Editor, they would be more apt to
sit down and write one. It should
be known that the letter must be
typed, signed and delivered to
The Rotunda office by the Friday
before the publication date.
It is not that difficult a thing to
do. Again, if people have gripes,
commendations, acknowledgements
of
happenings,
agreements or disagreements
with anything printed in this
newspaper, I hope that they will
not hesitate to let others know,
and write a Letter to the Editor.
Sincerely concerned,
Dave Gates

Debbie Northern
Carol Spencer
DaveGates
Kathy Rodgers, Karen Kilmer, Melody Crawley,
Carol Knapp, Teresa Ware, Jane Waters
Patti K. Chapman, Mary Diller, Kim CanMindy Hirsch, Judi Stanley, Jesse Lignion
RogerStrong
Sherif Beshai, Janet Clements, Paula Johnson,
Pam McDowell, Debbie Northern, Karen Kilmer
Nancy Cosier, Jackie Steer, Audrey Hinck .
Vicki Seekford, Lisa Savage, Melodie Crawley,
Sherif Beshai, Kendall Adams, Howard Fox,
Kim FunPaula Johnson, Donna Sizemore, Mary Dunavant ,
Edie Parkins, Pam McDowell, Ronda Landis,
Carol Knapp, Melodie Crawley, Jodie Kersey,
Nancy Hewins, Sandi Cram, Vicki Seekford,
Judi Stanley, Julie Vermillion, Susan Duvall,
Nell Jones, Beth Devan, Janet Allen

Published weekly during the college year with the exception of holidays and examination periods
by the students of Ixmgwood College, Farmville, Virginia. Printed by the Farmville Herald.
Opinions expressed are those of the weekly editorial board and its columnists, and do not
necessarily reflect the views of the student body or the administration.
I-etters to the editor are welcome. They must be typed, signed and submitted to the editor by the
Friday preceding publicaUon date. All letters are subject to editing.

College
Republicans
Do It
By JUDI STANLEY
On September 22-24, 1978, the
College Republican Federation of
Virginia held a campaign clinic
at James Madison University.
This clinic was open to all College
Republicans. Those attending the
clinic were, no doubt, busy since
the week end included seminars,
classes, films, and instructive
lectures for both beginners and
those students with experience.
The clinic was attended by John
Warner, Delegate Bonnie Paul,
Delegate Wyatt Durrette, and
Congressman J.K. Robinson.
An executive board meeting of
the
College
Republican
Federation of Virginia was held
during this clinic. Cindy Dean
and Jeff Rogers represented
Ix)ngwood College on this board.
Mr. Rogers attended the board
meeting as a proxy for Beth Anne
Caccivio, Chairman of Ix)ngwood
College's College Republicans.
In the next few weeks, Miss
Caccivio and other college
Republicans will be working with
the FarmviUe Republicans to
open the Warner Campaign
Headquarters at the H&R Block
office. The College Republicans
will also be recruiting voters and
working on phone banks; they
will have "bumper-branding"
campaigns
and
a
twofor-one-beer bust, in which the
student body will be invited. The
organization also plans to have
John Warner come back to
I/ongwood this year.
College Republicans are doing
it!!

Art Originals For Sale
Marson Graphics will present
Original American and European
Prints on Wednesday, September
27, from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the
Bedford Building at Longwood
College.
Marson Graphics, Inc. of
Baltimore, Maryland specializes
in exhibiting for sale a
distinguished collection of
original etchings, woodcuts,
lithographs, and serigraphs.
Featured will be works by
Daumier, Picasso, Chagall,

Rouault and Whistler, as well as
a fine selection of works by
contemporary artists.
The price range is wide and
there is a treasure to be found for
most everyone's budget. A
representative will be present to
answer questions about the
collection, which is shown in open
portfolios in an informal
atmosphere.
Everyone is invited to come in
and browse through this
affordable collection.

m#**afl
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Financial AidAre You Eligible?
By DONNA SIZEMORE
With the rising cost of a college
education, more and more
students have become concerned
about ways in which they can
abate this cost. Financial aid is
one method in which students can
attempt to ease the financial
burden of college. How aware are
the students of Longwood of the
many sources of aid available to
them? Recently, Mr. Marvin
Ragland, Director of Financial
Aid at
Longwood,
was
interviewed. Mr. Ragland had
some valuable information to
pass along to the college students
concerning financial aid.
The first step in obtaining aid
at Longwood, or any institution of
higher learning is to fill out the
financial Aid Form. This form is

sent to Princeton for evaluation
by the College Scholarship
Service. The experts in Princeton
determine the eligibility of each
individual student. The results
are sent to Longwood, and the
Financial Aid Office proceeds to
endeavor to fill the student's need.
The Basic Grant is the top
priority for filling a student's
need; 366 students at Longwood
receive this grant. However, Mr.
Ragland stated that if the
proposed bill in Congress goes
through, then the income level for
determining basic grants will be
opened up. If the same people
apply,next year, 663 students will
be eligible. Mr. Ragland
encourages more students to
apply. Mr. Ragland also
encourages all students to be

Freshman Opt
For Business
By DONNA SIZEMORE
For the first time in
Longwood's History more
Freshman have opted for a major
in business than education. For
many years now, Longwood
College has been dubbed the
'teacher's college." Longwood
has achieved statewide fame for
its excellence in the field of
education. It has been considered
an exceptional institution in
preparing the student for a
career in the teaching profession.
For this reason, education has
been the dominant major in the
graduating classes at Longwood
College.
This year the Class of 1982 has
turned the tables. According to a
report in the Richmond Times
Dispatch, the members of the
Class of 1982 have opted for
business on more occasions than
education. The ratio is still very
close, but Business has a few
more majors. Many reasons can
be cited for this change. The
increasing opportunities in the
field of Business have probably
initiated a number of students to
select business as a probable
career choice. The job market in
the business world offers exciting
new opportunities for the college
graduate. The chances for
advancement are very good in
the business world. In all
probability, the opportunities will

increase in the future.
Longwood's
vast
improvements in the business
department have also been a
probable determining factor.
Great strides have been made in
enriching the education of
business majors. An attempt has
been made to broaden the scope
of knowledge available to the
business student. The major
stride can be cited in the
initiation of internships for
students. This initiation began
last year and is improving
quickly.
The
Business
Department is making an effort
to provide more and more
students
with
internship
opportunities. As the Business
Department continues to initiate
improvements, hopefully, more
students will choose Longwood
has an institution for studying
business.
Longwood has taken steps
forward. The curriculum is
expanding to serve the needs of a
wide variety of students with
differing goals and interests.
While maintaining its superb
excellence in preparing students
for roles as educators, Longwood
is broadening its scope of
instruction to encompass other
fields. This can be considered a
major advancement, and the
students hope to witness
continued growth.

Photo By Debbie Northern
Jane Amano's silkscreenings are on display in Bedford Gallery.

supportive of the tuition tax
credit bill. If this bill goes
through, it should prove to be
advantageous to many students.
The Work-Study Program is
another method used to fill
students' financial needs. This
program involves 350 Longwood
students. Students are given a
variety of part-time jobs on and
off campus. Students work in the
dining hall, as office aids,
department aids, library aids,
lifeguards, and some work with
campus security. A few maintain
off-campus positions during the
school year. The financial aid
office makes every attempt to
provide as many students as
possible with jobs.
Mr. Ragland stressed the fact
that there are many scholarships
available not related to financial
need I/>cal scholarships can
provide a major source of relief
to students who need aid. He
urges all students to probe deeper
into the possibility of obtaining
these funds. There are many
career-related scholarships
available, and each student
should check with his or her
major department.
Ix>ans are also a source of
possible aid. The National Direct
Student Loan is one such source.
Local Banks also provide
students with Guaranteed
Student Loans. These students
are provided with low interest
loans for funding of their college
education. Students should check
(Continued on Page 6)

Aman-Pharis
Exhibit
By BONNIE THOMAS
In cooperation with ScottMckenais Fine Art, Richmond,
Va., Longwood College is able to
exhibit the work of Jane Aman
and Laura Pharis. This show will
be in the Bedford Gallery until
October 6.
Jane Aman attended I -ongwood
College from 1963-1965. She
received a Bachelor of Fine Arts
degree from the Richmond
Professional Institute in 1967, and
received a Master of Fine Arts
degree in 1969 from the Virginia
Commonwealth
University.
Among the places her work has
been exhibited are Alabama,
Virginia, Hawaii, Norway,
England, and Romania. She will
have silkscreen prints in the
exhibit in which she used the
"split-fountain" technique.
Laura Pharis received a
Bachelor of Fine Arts painting
and printmaking from the
Virginia Commonwealth
University in 1970 and a graduate
degree in printmaking from the
Central School of Art and Design
in London in 1977. Her work has
been exhibited in Richmond and
Roanoke, and in London and
Exeter, England. She was
awarded two Virginia Museum
Fellowships, in 1976 and 1977. Her
solo show at the Virginia Museum
in March and April of this year
resulted from the certificate of
Distinction she received in
Virginia Printmakers in 1975.
Her work includes Intaqlio
Prints, Relief prints, and
drawings.
Ms. Jane Aman will be giving a
demonstration of her techniques
at Longwood on September 28
from 2:00-4:00 in 213 Bedford. Ms.
Laura Pharis may also be
visiting Longwood to conduct an
intaqlio workshop in late March
or early April.
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Audrey Evans (left) and Kathryn Hughes gave a voice recital on
Sunday.

Hughes And Evans
Present Vocal Works
By NELLE JONES
On Sunday, September 24, at
4:00 p.m., Miss Kathryn Hughes
and Miss Audrey Evans
presented a Senior recital of
vocal works. They were
accompanied by Miss Laura
York and Miss Janet Ramsey.
Miss Evans and Miss Hughes are
both students of Miss Norma
Williams.
The program opened with five
duets by Robert Schumann.
These rather short pieces were
delightfully light and poetic. The
German diction of the vocalists
was excellent, and the voice
blending added wonderful charm
to this set.
The second group of songs on
the program were sung by Miss
Hughes. She opened with three
songs entitled "Biblical Songs,'
Op. 99, by Antonin Dvorak.
Next was a rather short song
entitled 'Der Schmeid" by
Johannes Brahms, and then two
songs from Der Arme Peter' by
Robert Schumann. Miss Hughes
ended this group of songs with
'Die Rose, die lilie, die Taube, die
Sonne' by Robert Schumann, a
very lovely light, and fast piece,
which Miss Hughes' interpreted
with vivacious humor.
The third group of songs were

sung by Miss Evans. All of the
songs in this set were in French,
and Miss Evans displayed
excellent diction and a great
ability to change mood within this
group of greatly contrasting
songs. The works in this set were
by Duparc, I^lo, Chausson,
Fauri, and Delibes.
Following a brief intermission,
Miss Evans returned to do two
songs
from
"Bachianas
Brasileiras, No. 5' by Veitor
Villa-Ix)bos. This set of songs was
very mellow and Miss Evans
performed them with extreme
almost chilling sensitivity.
Next on the program, Miss
Hughes performed a set of songs
entitled Five Songs by Charles
Ives. These were rather short,
moving works that Miss Hughes
did beautifully.
The final work on the program
was an absolutely marvelous and
delightfully humorous work from
The Merry Wives of Windsor' by
Otto Nicolai, entitled "The Utter
Scene." This scene concerned
two identical love letters written
by John Falstaff to Mistresses
Ford and Page, and their plot of
revenge against this man and his
evil doings. This was a
spectacular finale to a
spectacularly vivacious recital.

Four Juniors Held Recital
By NELLE JONES
On Thursday, September 21,
1978 at 8:00 p.m. four students,
Kristen Holberg, Sandra Martin,
John Hudson and Dale Roller,
presented a junior recital of
piano music. All four students
study with Dr. Robert Blasch of
the
Longwood
Music
Department.
First to perform on the
program was Dale Roller, who
opened with the Finale from
Sonata in E major by Joseph
Hay den The second work that
Mr. Roller performed was the
Sarabande from a work entitled
'Pour le piano' by Claude
Debussy. The very lush and
impressionistic work was
performed with very sensitive
and delicate technique.
Second to perform on the
program was Kristen Holberg
who played two movements from
the Sonata in F major, Op. 78, by
Ludwig Van Beethoven. Miss
Holberg demonstrated complete
control in this most difficult piano
sonata.
Third to perform on the
program was John Hudson, who
opened with the Menuet from
Le torn beau de Couperin' by
Maurice Ravel, a delightfully
bright and almost jesting work.
Second Mr. Hudson performed
the Etude in C Minor, Op. 25 No.

12 by Frederic Chopin. Chopin
devoted most of his composing to
single movement forms for the
piano and truly manipulated the
keyboard to a style in itself. Mr.
Hudson performed this work with
much expression and control.
Fourth to perform on the
program was Sandra Martin,
opening with Prelude, Des pas
sur la Neige by Claude Debussy.
Miss Martin gave a most senitive
and delicate interpretation of this
piece, transmitting a true feeling
of falling snow to the listeners.
Second Miss Martin performed
the 'One Hundred and Twentythird Petrarch Sonnet' by Franz
Ijszt. To finish Miss Martin
performed the 'Moment Musical
in F minor, Op. 94 No. 5, by Franx
Schubert.
As a stupendous finale to the
program, all four students
returned to the stage to perform
the Allegro from Concerto in A
minor for Four Claviers' by
Johann Sebastian Bach. The
performance of this work
demonstrated true keyboard
control and an excellent example
of anticipation between the four
performers, almost as in a string
quartet.
This fine recital has most
certainly given reason to look
forward to four senior recitals
next fall.
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Repairs Made

Volleyball Starts

To Sports Areas

Spiking Thursday
By SHERIF BESHAI
A new season filled with tough
competition and excitement is
about to begin for the I-ancer
Spikers. The volleyball team
consists of mostly returning
veterans, five key returning
players are Debbie Brown, Sr.,
Meg Cook. Jr., Linda Eagle, Sr.,
Terry Johnson, Sr., and Cindy
Thomas, Jr., who all are
dangerous players for their
opponents. Also returning from
last year's team are Kav Carter.
Sr., Teri Dunnivant, Sr., Jean
Roemlein, Jr., Cindy Smith, Jr.,
Sherry Will, Soph. Rhonda
Woody, Jr. Five new players
have made the team. They are
Freshmen Robin Hungate,
Bonnie Lipscomb, Connie Murry, Julie Petefish and Chris
Ruppele. The manager is
Bonnie Briggs and the trainer is
Kim Gilbert. Coaching the team
this year is Carolyn Callaway.
The team is going to have tough
competition this year especially
from teams the calibre of
William and Mary College, who

will visit the Lancers in
October. Eastern Mennonite
should also provide quite a test
for i.e.
When talking to the coach
about the team and asking about
the goals of the team this year
she stated "We have set as our
goal
winning the State
Championship." When asked if
she has the kind of squad who can
achieve such a goal she replied:
"Yes, we have the players with
the skill and the know how to do
the job." As to the schedule the
team is going to have, she
replied: "Our team will be
traveling a lot this year. We have
been invited to three weekend
tournaments one at Emory and
Henry College, another at
Appalachian State University,
and a third at East Carolina
University, Greenville, N. C."
The games are going to be full
of excitement and action. The
games will all be played at Iler
Gym. The first game will be
Thursday night at 7:00 p.m.
against Randolph-Macon
Women's College.

Photo by Sherif Beshar
Longwood volleyball players practice spikes to get ready
for first game.
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By NANCY HEW INS
The Barlow tennis courts will
be ready for volley action next
week. Vice president Williams
Peele said, "four new tennis
courts will be put on the site
where the others were."
The repairs are more than a
resurfacing of the courts;
instead, the workers start at the
subsurface and add new grating
and aspalt. The result will be a
smoother, faster surface to
improve one's tennis game.
In addition to the tennis court
repairs, Dr. Peele pointed out
that flood lights will be put
around Iler athletic field. These
additions will be made and the
field ready for night use before
the semester ends.
Also, a new artificial floor will
be instated in French gym. The
installation of the non-wood
playing surface will begin in the
spring and be completed by the
fall.
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Lancers Hockey
Falls To UVA

Photo by Jay Ray
Longwood soccer player toes the ball.

Dance Company
Announces New Members
ByVICKISEEKFORD
The
Longwood
College
Company of Dancers held tryouts
last week and the new company
members have been announced.
The new company members are
Sue Bailey, Tracey Hirmuth,
Jane Wyatt, Grace Ann Rodgers,
Vallory Miller. Linda Wolk and
Adrienne Heard.
Dr. Betty Bowman will be
directing the dance company for
the third year. The company has
between twenty and thirty
members and tryouts are held at
the beginning of each semester.

The purpose of the dance
company is to provide
opportunity for interested
students to develop their skills
and talent. The company
presents
two
concert
performances a year. These
concerts are choreographed by
the students. The first concert
this year will be November 9-11,
1978.
In addition to rehearsal
periods, company members are
required to attend a technique
class twice a week for an hour
and a half.

Ml SI( CALENDAR
Sept. 26. 1.00 p.m.

Departmental Recital

Sunday. Oct. 1. 4 00 p.m.. Senior Recital —
Bonnie King and Vicki Thomas.
Tuesday. Oct. 3. 8 00 p.m.

Music of Baroque Century.

By DEBBIE NORTHERN
The Lancers hockey team fell
in its season opener to the
Virginia Cavaliers in both games
Thursday, Sept. 21. The Lancers
struck quickly with Debi Kinzel
scoring the game's first goal.
Unfortunately the University of
Virginia Cavaliers countered
with two goals before the half.
I,ongwood fought hard in the
second half, but could not contain
the Cavalier march. The game
ended with the score 4-1.
The second team Lancers also
fell to the Cavaliers, who
scored late in the first half.
Longwood College was down at
the Cavalier goal several times,
but were unable to score. The
second half saw the action
moving briskly up and down the
field.
I-ater. U.Va. put in another
goal to make the final score 2-0.
Both teams gave their all to the
game, disregarding the hot,
humid weather. The first team
will play today away against
Mary Washington College.

BySHERIBASHAI
The men's soccer team played
two games last week. One on
Thursday against N.C. Wesleyan
and one on Saturday against
Liberty Baptist College.
In Thursday's game, Longwood
lost by the score of 3-2 to N.C.
Wesleyan. The lancers had a
good first half attempting a lot of
shots on goals, yet they did not
convert their opportunities.
Before the end of the first half
N.C. Wesleyan scored the first
goal in the game by Vince
Liverman, putting Longwood
behind 1-0.
In the 2nd half the lancers
came on strong and struck with a
tally from 35 yards by Brian
Cochran tying the game at one
apiece. NCW temporarily
regained the lead at 2-1, yet were
again tied before the end of
regulation play as David Yerkes
headed in a goal off a corner kick
from Kirk Slocum. Liverman
once again scored for NCW in the
overtime period as the Lancers
were dealt a heartbreaking
defeat.
On Saturday, the team played

at home starting K. Bedworth, M.
Berrigan, K. Gebble, B. Adkins,
R. May, J. Gilleland, D.
Komornick, D. Yerkeys, K.
Slocum, B. Cochran, and F.
Saalfield. The Flames I>ongwood
was outmatched. The outcome
was never much in doubt as IJ3
took a big first half advantage,
coasting to victory by a final
count of 8-2.

Financial Aid
(Continued from Page 5)
with their local banks to obtain
information.
Mr. Ragland encourages
students to apply and reapply. If
you do not apply, then you will not
receive funds...Just because a
student is ineligible in one area is
no sign they will be ineligible in
other areas. Mr. Ragland
encourages all students to visit
Longwood's Financial Aid office
and talk with him. He will be
more than happy to discuss your
financial needs with you.

Outer Space
Week
(Continued from Page 3)
Union sponsored Special Events
Week entitled "Outer Space:
Questions &
Answers."
Friedman has been lecturing on
UFO's to
colleges and
professional groups since 1970.
Before joining the lecture circuit
full-time, he was employed in a
variety of jobs relating to the
field of nuclear and space
systems by General Electric,
General Motors, Westinghouse,
Aerojet General and other
industrial leaders.

Photo by Sherif Beshai
The Longwood defense tries to get the ball down the field.
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"Gifts That Are Different"
• Jackets — Lined & Unlined
t L.C. Decals
• L.t. Stationery
• Sweatshirts

LANSCOTT GIFT
SHOP
408 Hi#h Street Farmville, Va.
OPEN MON.-SAT. 9 A. M. — 5 P. M.

CLOSED
THURSDAY MORNING

ROCHETTE'S FLORIST

S-l \ Happenings This Weekend . . .
The Andrew I-ewis Band will be appearing at the SUN mixer Friday night at 9:00. There is
limited admission so bring your I.D. The cost for L.C. students is $1.50, guests $2.00. Saturday night
SUN features "Saturday Night Alive" with cabaret seating and refreshments sold. L.C. students pay
just $1.00, guests $1.50. The freshman register has free tickets, just cut out and bring for admission.
I.D.s required.

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
Phone 392-4154

FARMVILLE RECORD SHOP
118 W. Third St.
Farmville, Va.
Phone: :t92-5044
THR*

'We Love To Cut Hair'

(Bs and Accessories
lop IPs and Tapes
Able to Special Order

Radio Shack Delaer
Full Line of Stereo Equipment
Musical Instruments

"Your Complete Music Store'

SUN
OPEN MIKE
NIGHT
WED., SEPT. 27
GOLD ROOM
8:00 P.M.

S-UN CONCERT
XZM

BLACK VOICES

BMHBHilfc'ft^MBtgMBHpBl

Outdoor Concerts at

Wfc

OF THE
UNIVERSITY
OF VIRGINIA
WYGAL HALL
No Admission Fee
Sunday, Oct. 1

resenting This Weekend;
Willie Nelson and Johnny Cash

Classified
CAR FOR SAI.I
1972 Ford
LTD Wagon, 78.000 miles. v«i\
good condition
$1200. if
interested rail Myra CJwyei

CARTERS
• --'V

FLOWER SHOP
71 1 W. 3rd. St.
Farmville, Va.

A
-*.

w

Your Flower
Headquarters"

V

Willie Nelson

Johnny Cash Show

Saturday September 30

Sunday October 1

Kings Dominion is located 20 miles north of Richmond, Virginia, and 75 miles
south of Washington, D.C., on I-95 at the Doswell, Route 30 exit.
Two festival-style concerts each day at 3:00 p.m. and 6:30 p.m. Bring your
cushions and blankets for the concerts.
The first 1,000 people attending each concert will receive a free CBS recording
of artists appearing at Kings Dominion.
$3 value coupons include $2 off the $8.50 general admission ticket and a free
($1 value) ticket to see one of the concerts on the day of your visit.
Also enjoy the Finals of the East Coast Country Music Championships.

PICK UP YOUR $3.00 VALUE KINGS DOMINION
DISCOUNT COUPON AT YOUR PARTICIPATING A&P's.

Ttbvitut Hit $€t»dvi
I23N M;.in st

Farmville,Va,
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